
316 Marine Grade Stainless Steel Hardware
HQ4 Butt Hinge
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“Feel better and look better than the previous 
hinges we used, they cost more, but you get 
what you pay for and these are better quality”
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“You’re our chosen ironmongery supplier who 
we’ve worked with over the last 10 years - a great 
team to work with.

Imagery is from our Award Winning FENSA 
Installation of the Year 2020.”

Nathan McCarter Joinery
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“Just used these on some 
monster garage doors 🚪 
absolutely A1 👌”

Joinery by: 
Jonathan Elwell Bespoke Joiner Ltd, 

Installation by : TR Joinery 
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“It came naturally for us to offer Coastal’s BLU HQ4 Hinge. The HQ4 is an excellent, 
high quality 316 stainless steel hinge making it very suitable for coastal areas - which is 
where our client was located.”

”As a company we use these a lot for all our doors. They are a great hinge, very high 
quality.”

”Before standardising on these hinges, we used to use a hinge from another 
company and constantly had issues with them tarnishing. This caused a lot of 
snagging issues, which as we all know are expensive to fix. Since we moved to these 
BLU HQ4 hinges we’ve never had any issues at all.”  

Joinery For All Seasons
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“The BLU HQ4 Hinge are 
our hinge of choice due to 
their high quality look and 
performance. They are built 
to last and mean we no 
longer have the problems of 
customers coming back to 
us 3 - 4 years later saying the 
hinge has fallen to pieces 
with the constant opening 
and closing of the door. 
These hinges have taken our 
product to another level.”

R & E Falkingham
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“Used the HQ4 recently on door sets 2.4m 
high x 2.6m wide and the central set were 
a whopping 4.2m high, with each door 
weighing 160kg! A good tribute to the 
HQ4 hinges.”

Smith & Chambers
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HQ4 Hinge Benefits
 y Won’t rust or corrode even in harsh environments or acidic timber - 

all components made from high quality 316 Marine Grade Stainless 
Steel

 y Won’t leak oil or grease - the self-lubricating phosphor bronze 
washers mean there is no oil required

 y Won’t collapse and make your door drop - components are CNC 
precision engineered to provide a smooth friction operation

 y Successfully used on PAS24 tests without the need of a hinge 
dogbolt - due to the integral strength of the hinge

 y Guaranteed to last for the lifetime of the door
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COASTAL GROUP
Head Office: Global House, Bojea Industrial Estate, St Austell, Cornwall, PL25 5RJ, UK
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For more inspiration, follow us on:

Like to see your finished door and window projects feature in our Inspiration Gallery?

Email Hi-Res photos of your projects to:  
marketing@coastal-group.com


